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Fileless Malware - Definition    

“… a variant of computer related malicious software that exists 
exclusively as a computer memory-based artifact i.e. in RAM. It does not 

write any part of its activity to the computer's hard drive meaning that it's 
very resistant to existing Anti-computer forensic strategies that 

incorporate file-based whitelisting, signature detection, hardware 
verification, pattern-analysis, time-stamping, etc., and leaves very little 
by way of evidence that could be used by digital forensic investigators to 
identify illegitimate activity. As malware of this type is designed to work 

in-memory, its longevity on the system exists only until the system is 
rebooted…”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fileless_malware



In the News…

https://securelist.com/fileless-attacks-against-enterprise-networks/77403/

https://threatpost.com/threatlist-ransomware-attacks-down-fileless-malware-up-in-2018/136962/

https://www.techradar.com/news/why-fileless-malware-is-the-biggest-new-threat-to-your-business

And More…



Statistics  

https://blog.barkly.com/2018-cybersecurity-statistics

“…77% of attacks that successfully 

compromised organizations in 

2017 utilized fileless techniques…”

A third of all attacks are projected to 
utilize fileless techniques in 2018.

https://www.barkly.com/ponemon-2018-endpoint-security-statistics-trends



Windows Fileless Frameworks

https://github.com/tyranid/DotNetToJScript

And More…

https://github.com/EgeBalci/Amber

https://github.com/PowerShellMafia/PowerSploit



Linux Based Fileless Malware 



Where Do We Use Linux?

https://browse.startpage.com/do/show_picture.pl?l=english&rais=1&oiu=https%3A%2F%2Fimage.slidesharecdn.com%2Fintroducti

ontoembedded-linuxddandfirmwareseminaranimation-130423062749-phpapp02%2F95%2Fintroduction-to-embedded-linux-

device-driver-and-firmware-3-638.jpg%3Fcb%3D1366699726&sp=bef1a1703b38192e4ac5d9ebd6d39f10&t=default



Linux Malware - Examples

Staog

http://lkml.iu.edu/hypermail/linux/kernel/9702.1/0066.html http://core0.staticworld.net/images/article/2014/12/121114-linux-malware-5-100535389-orig.jpg

Used Apache SSL Exploit

Slapper

https://securelist.com/blog/incidents/34623/new-64-bit-linux-rootkit-doing-iframe-injections-30/

Snakso

https://www.zdnet.com/article/eset-discovers-21-new-linux-malware-families/

And many more …



mount

$ mount | grep tmpfs

tmpfs on /run type tmpfs (rw,nosuid,noexec,relatime,size=274772k,mode=755)

tmpfs on /dev/shm type tmpfs (rw,nosuid,nodev)

tmpfs on /run/lock type tmpfs (rw,nosuid,nodev,noexec,relatime,size=5120k)

tmpfs on /sys/fs/cgroup type tmpfs (ro,nosuid,nodev,noexec,mode=755)

tmpfs on /run/user/1000 type tmpfs
(rw,nosuid,nodev,relatime,size=274768k,mode=700,uid=1000,gid=1001)



man tmpfs

• “… allows the creation of filesystems whose contents reside in virtual 
memory. Since the files on such filesystems typically reside in RAM, 
file access is extremely fast. The filesystem is automatically created 

when mounting a filesystem with the type tmpfs via a command such 
as the following: 

$ sudo mount -t tmpfs -o size=10M tmpfs /mnt/mytmpfs..”

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man5/tmpfs.5.html



man tmpfs (tmpfs properties)

• The filesystem can employ swap space when physical memory 
pressure demands it. 

• The filesystem consumes only as much physical memory and swap 
space as is required to store the current contents of the filesystem.

• During a remount operation (mount -o remount), the filesystem size 
can be changed (without losing the existing contents of the 
filesystem).

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man5/tmpfs.5.html



Running from Memory



man memfd_create

“…creates an anonymous file and returns a file descriptor that refers 
to it. The file behaves like a regular file... However, unlike a regular file, 
it lives in RAM and has a volatile backing storage. Once all references 

to the file are dropped, it is automatically released…files created by 
memfd_create() have the same semantics as other anonymous 

memory allocations such as those allocated using mmap(2) ... The 
initial size of the file is set to 0. Following the call, the file size should be 
set using ftruncate(2). (Alternatively, the file may be populated by calls 

to write(2) or similar.)…”

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man2/memfd_create.2.html



Process Creation

https://www.usna.edu/Users/cs/bilzor/ic411/calendar.php?key=98177ab115f0a7555880aa7d5309dcc7a43d6304&type=class&event=5



execve/fexecve

execve() executes the program pointed to by filename. filename must 
be either a binary executable, or a script starting with a line of the 
form:  #! interpreter [optional-arg]

fexecve() performs the same task as execve(2), with the difference that 
the file to be executed is specified via a file descriptor, fd, rather than 
via a pathname. The file descriptor fd must be opened read-only, and 
the caller must have permission to execute the file that it refers to. 

https://linux.die.net/man/2/execve

https://linux.die.net/man/3/fexecve



Live Demo #1



From Web Code Injection to Fileless



Production Network

Demo Architecture

https://icons8.com/icon/set/web-application/color

https://icons8.com/icon/set/server/color

https://icons8.com/icon/set/user/color
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https://icons8.com/icon/set/firewall/color
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Live Demo #2



What Have We Seen?

• Whitelisting is not enough

• Fileless attacks are relevant not only for Windows

• Techniques for bypassing security measures
• Encoding tricks
• Running code form in-memory filesystems
• Running code directly from memory
• Etc.

• Example of forensic artifacts




